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Cam 1 <<Cam 1>>
Hello everyone.  I'm Michael Voris.

The Roman Pontiff, like any leader of people 
has to deal with both bureaucracy and the 
human element.

This means he may not always like some things 
going on in the Church, such as communion in 
the hand.

We've gathered some footage so you can see for
yourself how our current Pontiff actually 
distributes Holy Communion at Papal masses in
Rome and how he has instructed his priests to 
distribute Holy Communion at those same 
masses.

Cam 2
[GX Papal Mass on April 14, 2013] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ycwLD_LcBKQ
[FS 0:0 – 0:39]

<<Cam 2>>
This clip shows first the pope and then the 
priests at his papal mass distributing the Bread 
of Life to the faithful at the same papal mass in 
Rome on April 14, 2013. The following content 
might shock certain Catholics, viewer discretion
is advised.  
<<SOT>>

Cam 1
GX Papal Mass on April 21,2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ycwLD_LcBKQ
[FS 0:40 – 1:15]

<<Cam 1>>
Now take a look at this video clip of a second 
papal mass also in Rome a week later on April 
21, 2013.
<<SOT>>

Cam 2 <<Cam 2>>
It may not surprise many to see the Holy Father 
distributing the Sacred Body of our Lord onto 
the tongue of  kneeling communicants who 
come to him to receive Christ.  But rare and 
wonderful indeed were scenes of these brave 
and pious priests who PROTECTED their 
vulnerable Eucharistic Lord from possibly being
profaned by common handling or loss of sacred 
particles.

At both papal masses were seen these priests 
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REDIRECTING communicants who had put 
out their hand to receive our Lord – to 
INSTEAD receive on their tongue in order to 
reverently and securely receive their God.  This 
would be considered a MAJOR pastoral taboo 
by many Church leaders in America and yet that
is EXACTLY what is being done in Rome.

Cam 1 <<Cam 1>>
In our last episode we showed footage of Pope 
Benedict XVI distributing the Blessed 
Sacrament on the tongue at his papal mass. 

We also showed video testimony of Cardinal 
Burke stating that Pope Benedict, by 
distributing in this manner, was 
DELIBERATELY teaching us the PROPER 
way to distribute and to receive our Lord's 
Sacred Body.

Cam 2 <<Cam 2>>
Rolling back the years to a papacy prior to 
Benedict we look at testimony from soon to be 
Saint John Paul II.

In the 1980 Apostolic Exhortation Dominicae 
Cenae, John Paul II, in section 11 wrote;

GX “In some countries the practice of 
receiving communion in the hand has been 
introduced...  However, cases of deplorable 
lack of... towards the Eucharist....How 
eloquent therefore, …..and power of the Holy 
Spirit is necessary!  To touch the sacred 
species and to distribute them with their own 
hands is a privilege of the ordained....”

“In some countries the practice of receiving 
communion in the hand has been introduced...  
However, cases of deplorable LACK of r espect
toward the Eucharistic species have been 
reported, cases which are imputable NOT 
ONLY to the individuals guilty of such 
behavior, but also to the PASTORS of the 
Church who have not been vigilant enough 
regarding the attitude of the faithful towards the
Eucharist...   

<<Cam1>>

He then addresses that priests alone are to 
handle to Blessed Sacrament, by saying 

“How eloquent therefore, even if not of ancient 
custom, is the rite of the anointing of the hands 
in our Latin ordination, as though precisely for 
these hands a special grace and power of the 
Holy Spirit is necessary!  To touch the sacred 
species and to distribute them with their own 
hands is a privilege of the ordained....”

Cam 2

GX “There is an apostolic letter on the 
existence of a special valid permission for this 

<<Cam 2>>
During his visit to Fulda, Germany in 
November 1980, John Paul II was asked about 
the practice of Communion-in-the-hand by a 



[Communion in the hand]. But I tell you that I 
am not in favor of this practice, nor do I 
recommend it.”

reporter from the magazine Stee-May Des Gla-
Bens.  The Holy Father responded: “There is an 
apostolic letter on the existence of a special 
valid permission for this [Communion in the 
hand]. But I tell you that I am NOT in favor of 
this practice, NOR do I recommend it.”

Cam 1
img 01 Paul

<<Cam 1>>
In 1969, Paul VI, ordered the Congregation for 
Divine Worship to prepare an instruction, which
was called Memoriale Domini. 

He wanted the instruction prepared as a way to 
keep the practice of Holy Communion in the 
hand from spreading even further.  He 
personally proofread the document, corrected it,
and then signed it.

Cam 2

GX “This method of distributing holy 
communion must be retained, taking the 
present situation of the Church in the entire 
world into account, not merely because it has 
many centuries of tradition behind it, but 
especially because it expresses the faithful's 
reverence for the Eucharist.”

<<Cam 2>>
In this document Pope Paul declares 

“This method of distributing holy communion 
MUST BE RETAINED, taking the present 
situation of the Church in the entire world into 
account, not merely because it has many 
centuries of tradition behind it, but especially 
because it expresses the faithful's reverence for 
the Eucharist.”

Cam 1

“The custom does not detract in any way from 
the personal dignity of those who approach this
great sacrament: it is part of that preparation 
that is needed for the most fruitful reception of 
the Body of the Lord.”

<<Cam 1>>
The Holy Father next speaks of the 
NECESSITY of receiving Communion on the 
tongue which prepares you to receive MORE 
graces saying…

“The custom does NOT detract in any way from
the personal dignity of those who approach this 
great sacrament: it is PART of that preparation 
that is NEEDED for the MOST fruitful 
reception of the Body of the Lord.”

Cam 2

“This reverence shows that it is not a sharing in 'ordinary
bread and wine' that is involved, but in the Body and 
Blood of the Lord, through which 'The people of God 
share the benefits of the Paschal Sacrifice, renew the 
New Covenant which God has made with man once for 
all through the Blood of Christ, and in faith and hope 
foreshadow and anticipate the eschatological banquet in 
the kingdom of the Father.'

<<<Cam 2>>
Pope Paul VI goes on to say…

“This reverence SHOWS that it is not a sharing 
in 'ordinary bread and wine' that is involved, but
in the Body and Blood of the Lord...Further, the
practice which must be considered traditional 
ensures, MORE effectively, that holy 
communion is distributed with the PROPER 
respect, decorum and dignity.

“Further, the practice which must be considered 
traditional ensures, more effectively, that holy 
communion is distributed with the proper respect, 



decorum and dignity.”

Cam 1

“Lastly, it ensures that diligent carefulness 
about the fragments of consecrated bread 
which the Church has always recommended:  
'What you have allowed to drop, think of it as 
though you had lost one of your own 
members.' ”

<<Cam 1>>
And most importantly, the Holy Father, 
concerned about fragments of the host being 
lost promotes Communion on the tongue 
saying, 

“It ENSURES that diligent carefulness about 
the fragments of consecrated bread which the 
Church has always recommended:  'What you 
have allowed to drop, think of it as though you 
had lost one of your own members.' ”

Cam 2 <<Cam 2>>
Seems pretty clear to us that not a single pope 
had anything good to say about Communion-in-
the-hand but have shown their overwhelming 
preference continually for Communion-on-the-
tongue.

GX In Psalmum XL Enarratio, PL XIV, 1134

“Ubi Petrus ibi ecclesia, et ibi ecclesia vita 
eterna.”

“Where there is Peter there is the Church, 
where there is the Church there is life eternal!”

Img 02 Pet

In the fourth century St. Ambrose, Father and 
Doctor of the Church, said  Ubi Petrus ibi 
ecclesia, et ibi ecclesia vita eterna.  Which is 
rendered  “Where there is Peter there is the 
Church, where there is the Church there is life 
eternal!”

Cam 1 <<Cam 1>>

Rome has spoken and yet for many the cause is 
not ended.

Will you stand with Peter?

God love you.  I'm Michael Voris


